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This booklet and the  are very important legal documents that fully 
and You and Your  rights and 

You

YourYour You have 
a mortgage on Your Your lender may insist that Your You

Your

You sell Your
Your Warranty 

Your Your

When You sell Your You  to Your buyer in order to Your

You You
You

Your name please 

“ ” means the  listed on the 
providing You

“ Your  took all steps 
Your

“  in either common 

“

“

“

“
You purchased the You

YourYour  if before YourYour

Your
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OnlyOnlyOnly Your  indicates Your  is the date of 

“

“

“

“

“You Your

“ ” is the  as stated on Your

“

 Warranty for Your in 

Your

from the 

ÎÑÑÚ×ÒÙ

ÝßÞ×ÒÛÌÍ

ÝÑËÒÌÛÎÌÑÐÍ

Í×ÒÕ
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ÛÈÌÛÎ×ÑÎ
Í×Ü×ÒÙ

ØßÎÜÉÑÑÜ ÚÔÑÑÎñ
ÎÛÍ×Ô×ÛÒÌ ÚÔÑÑÎ×ÒÙ
Ì×ÔÛ

ÞßÍÛÓÛÒÌ ÚÔÑÑÎ

×ÒÌÛÎ×ÑÎ ÌÎ×Ó

Ðß×ÒÌ

ÝßÎÐÛÌ

ÍËÐÐÔÇ Ð×Ð×ÒÙ

ÛÔÛÝÌÎ×ÝßÔ
É×Î×ÒÙ

ÜËÝÌÉÑÎÕ

ÉßÍÌÛ Ð×Ð×ÒÙ

covered under the one year 

YourYour
YourYour

ÌÑ×ÔÛÌÌÑ×ÔÛÌ

ÝÛÎßÓ×Ý Ì×ÔÛÝÛÎßÓ×Ý Ì×ÔÛ

ØßÎÜÉÑÑÜ ÚÔÑÑÎñØßÎÜÉÑÑÜ ÚÔÑÑÎñ
ÎÛÍ×Ô×ÛÒÌ ÚÔÑÑÎ×ÒÙ
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Your  is providing a 
Your  from the 

 caused by failure of 
Your
Your

elements that are covered under the 

The remaining elements of Your
 not covered by this 

indicates Your

Your
Your  has 

Your Your in materials and 

Your

ÎÑÑÚ ÚÎßÓ×ÒÙ ÔÑßÜ ÞÛßÎ×ÒÙ ÉßÔÔÍ

ÞÛßÓÍ

ÚÔÑÑÎ ÚÎßÓ×ÒÙ

ÚÑËÒÜßÌ×ÑÒÍ    

ÞÛßÓÍ

ÝÑÔËÓÒÍ

covered under the ten year 

YourYour

ÞÛßÓÍÞÛßÓÍ

ÚÔÑÑÎ ÚÎßÓ×ÒÙÚÔÑÑÎ ÚÎßÓ×ÒÙ

ÚÑËÒÜßÌ×ÑÒÍ    ÚÑËÒÜßÌ×ÑÒÍ    
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The You the reasonable cost of repair of any Warranty 
You the reasonable cost of repairing any 

 or 
 or You

 or  any rights You
 or You

 or 

it is Your  or 

or  or 

the You and Your You must provide the name and address of Your
Your You

The repair of a 

Repairs of the  are intended to restore the 

 or Your Your
 is in a You Your  during normal 

business hours so repairs may be made to any adjacent unit or You
You You do not provide access to Your  during 

Your  or 
You are relieving the  and 

any  or 

Your  or 
concerning Your Your

Your  or 
the Your
includes the cost to the  or  of repairing a  or  in Your  covered under this 

The  for  in a  for all 
 in the 

 for  or  coverage shall be reduced 
 compared to the total original sales price of all 

 in the  or 
the  on each  in the 

Your

 are intended to restore the  are intended to restore the 

YouYou
business hours so repairs may be made to any adjacent unit or business hours so repairs may be made to any adjacent unit or 

 are relieving the  are relieving the 
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You or Your

 or a substantial risk of serious bodily injury 
to its occupants if a  or You have an emergency involving a  or 
a You must contact Your
authorizing You You are unable to contact Your You

Your

 or  before the 
 or 

repair a claimed  or 
 or 

 or  repair 

You believe Your  has a  that is covered under Your
You

You believe Your  has a  that is covered You must take the 

the  for each 

1.
Your

 and the date the 

Your
You Your

 are not completed by Your
the date You sent YourYour You must complete 

Your

Your
Your  regarding the 

You You have 
Your  and all 

Your  about the 

 that is covered under under YourYour

 and the date the  and the date the 
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Your Your  of 
Your You and Your Your
then You and Your  must arbitrate Your

You You
Your Your  refused 

Your You You

stated on Your Your

You Your

You

Your
   stated on the 

Your  regarding the 

You You have a 

You Your
You Your

Your

1. Coverage of the 
Your

Your

Claim form must list each unit of the building and a 

You
Your

are disclaimed by Your You Your You may have other 

* You

* You Your You may have other remedies as 
provided to You
*
*

 regarding the  regarding the 

Claim form must list each unit of the building and a Claim form must list each unit of the building and a 
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You are responsible for proper maintenance of Your  including maintaining 
trees and shrubs at the proper distance from the Your Your

 is not responsible for problems that arise if You  go through a 
Your

 or 

chase price stated on the 

stability of the 

Your

Your

Your

Your

than Your

Your Your  of any  or 

Your

Your

not reasonably foreseeable in a building site You

YourYour

YourYour
YourYour
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Your

You

 or 
or You

* You Your
termite damage shall be covered for one year from the 

You Your
Your

Your

 are standards that Your
Your

Your You  cannot be 

Your You  has not 

.

 are standards that  are standards that 
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other areas on the property 

shall be established to provide 

in these areas for a period longer 

unusually heavy rainfall should 

Landscaped areas that are 

and replacement of shrubs and 

maintaining such grades and 

is not responsible for drainage 

not responsible for soil 

landscape to meet original 

for grassed or landscaped areas 

is caused by unusual grade 

changes in the grade or 

to maintain the properly 

seeded and landscaped 

Replacement of trees and 

constructed or those added 

in these areas for a period longer in these areas for a period longer 

unusually heavy rainfall should unusually heavy rainfall should 

maintaining such grades and maintaining such grades and 

is not responsible for drainage is not responsible for drainage 
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Concrete cracks greater than 

Minor cracks in concrete 

Cracks in concrete garage 

Cracks that rupture or 

appearance or performance of 

or area

loosened under normal

Warranty coverage to permit 
normal stabilizing of the Home 

suitable method to meet the 

repaired area may not match the 

surface patching is an

responsible for cracking or 

storage of unusually heavy 

or by other factors beyond 

cracking may be minimized 

other factors beyond the 

unusual and are inherent in 

Cracks that rupture or Cracks that rupture or 

appearance or performance of 

suitable method to meet the suitable method to meet the 
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edging from concrete slab or 

Cracks in concrete block 

Cracking or spalling of stucco and 

masonry due to the dissimilarity 

from shrinkage are common 
in mortar joints of masonry 

Hairline cracks in stucco or 
cement plaster are common 
especially if applied directly 

Grout crack fully and reset 

Replacement of masonry 

shall take the necessary steps 
to remove the cause and make 

reinforcement or replacement of 

Limited Warranty coverage to
permit Home to stabilize and 

cement plaster or stucco

for failure to match color 

structure are designed to move 

responsible for maintenance of 

from shrinkage are common from shrinkage are common 
in mortar joints of masonry in mortar joints of masonry 
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than 4 inches in length are 

Correct or repair to meet the

be corrected to meet the 

Make necessary repairs to meet 

is acceptable to have structural 

shall be done to match the 

of the builder and cannot be 

against the nails that hold it in 

nails into the carpet surface and 
countersinking the head is an 

for failure to match color or 

Correct or repair to meet theCorrect or repair to meet the
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Hammer marks visible on interior 

Leaks in basement or in 

and adjacent surfaces that 

Hammer marks on interior trim 
shall not be readily visible from a 
distance of 6 feet under normal 

shall not be readily visible from a 
distance of 6 feet under normal 

masonry siding shall be capable 

or replaced areas may not match 

replaced areas may not match 

not conducive or so designed to 

Leaks caused by landscaping 

from Limited Warranty 

Repair open joints and touch 

cause is determined to be the 

a sump pit has been installed 

not contracted for or installed 

Hammer marks on interior trim Hammer marks on interior trim 
shall not be readily visible from a shall not be readily visible from a 
distance of 6 feet under normal distance of 6 feet under normal 

shall not be readily visible from a shall not be readily visible from a 
distance of 6 feet under normal distance of 6 feet under normal 

or replaced areas may not match or replaced areas may not match 
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Water accumulates in a vented 

around all habitable areas in 

industry standards is 

by the prevailing building 

control methods shall be 

to meet the local industry 

and restoring areas to prior 

standard has been met by 

Builder is not responsible for 

approved method of moisture 

or replace the roof vents 
as necessary to meet the

Locally approved and 
properly constructed “hot 

roof designs may not

of moisture damage to

considered leaks and are 
beyond the control of

the outside to correct 

Builder is not responsible 

that cannot be eliminated 

control methods shall be 
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length and visible from a distance 

surfaces and around openings 
that are not properly caulked 

and longer than 1 inch are 

Loose or fallen siding due to 

as leaning heavy objects 

sprinkler systems repeatedly 

semitransparent stains are 

Reinstall or replace siding and 

match the original surface 

Where paint or stain touch up 

match the original as closely 

match the original surface 

have occurred under normal 

by sprinkler system repeatedly 

Where cause of leaks is 
determined to result from 

length and visible from a distance length and visible from a distance 

Reinstall or replace siding and Reinstall or replace siding and 

match the original surface match the original surface 
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so as to prevent normal closing and 
Repair or replace as may be 

standards or

manufacturing defect 
in the shingles are the 

gusts greater than 60 miles 

Manufacturing defects in 
shingles are not covered 

Minor ponding or standing 

occasional periods of high 
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Where it is understood by 

planned to be installed

to room that have openings 

Closet doors having an 

Garage door fails to operate or 
Garage doors that do not operate 

Make necessary adjustment 
or replace door to meet the 

Where carpet is selected by 

humidity and temperature 

method of adjustment for 

Make necessary adjustments 

to result from anyone but 

Garage door fails to operate or Garage door fails to operate or 
Garage doors that do not operate Garage doors that do not operate 

Make necessary adjustment Make necessary adjustment 
or replace door to meet the or replace door to meet the 

Make necessary adjustments Make necessary adjustments 
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screens do not operate or 

inside surfaces of the glass is a 

Cracks in interior gypsum board 

readily visible from a distance 

necessary adjustments for 

should be reported near the 

be reported near the end of the 

gouges in the screen mesh are 
not covered by this Limited 

and doors installed to 

mounds at nail heads are not 

responsible for nail pops or 

such as those covered by 

inside surfaces of the glass is a inside surfaces of the glass is a 
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Readily apparent depressions 

depression measurement is
taken as the gap created at one 

placed over the depression or 

Readily apparent nail pops are

year of Limited Warranty 
countertop are considered 

resultant damage to other 

cracks or becomes loose is a 

Cracking and loosening of 

responsible for color

pops that have caused damage to 

Readily apparent depressions Readily apparent depressions 

depression measurement isdepression measurement is
taken as the gap created at one 

Readily apparent nail pops areReadily apparent nail pops are

year of Limited Warranty year of Limited Warranty 

pops that have caused damage to 
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peel or deteriorate during the 

surface under this Limited 

match surrounding areas as

measured perpendicular to the 

bleed through the paint are 

repaired areas to meet the 

of painted surfaces to the 

the cause and if the result of a 

surface as closely as

the recommended care and 

mopping may damage

scratches can be caused by 
moving furniture or dropping 

high heel style shoes may 

up paint to match as closely as 

peel or deteriorate during the peel or deteriorate during the 

bleed through the paint are bleed through the paint are 
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Lumps and ridges and nail 

Carpet does not meet at the 

Warranty coverage is a 

or overlapping at the seam due 

matching the color as closely

damaged surface if paint 

to eliminate visible gap or 

deteriorate rapidly and are
not covered by the Limited 

on impervious surfaces that can 
be easily removed by normal 
cleaning methods are considered 

is suitable and assumes full 

Carpet material is not covered under the 

Wallpaper applied in high 

from this Guideline because 
the problem results from 

Carpet material is not covered 

damaged surface if paint damaged surface if paint 
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Cracks in masonry hearth or 

Warping of kitchen and vanity 

Kitchen and vanity cabinet doors 

When stretched and secured 

as measured from the face of the 
cabinet frame to the furthermost 

acceptable unless the cause

to structural failure of the 

When determined the When it is determined that 

to natural causes beyond 
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     pressure laminates of
     vanity and kitchen cabinet

or other mineral content in 

   
of producing an inside temperature 

as measured in the center of the 

pipes should not make the pounding 

replace the leaking faucet or 

manganese content in the 

cause staining of plumbing 

Maintenance and treatment 

provide a temperature

controlled by a single
thermostat for one or 

responsible for balancing
dampers and registers and 
for making other necessary 

are covered under their

pressure laminate coverings that
delaminate or have surface cracks 

necessary adjustment of cabinets 
and countertop or close gap by 
means of moulding suitable to 
match the cabinet or countertop 

replace laminated surface covering 

replace the leaking faucet or replace the leaking faucet or 
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Basements are not “uninsulated 

properly at temperature standard set 

the gauge of metal used shall be 

booming noise caused by oil canning 

does not perform 

clean and unobstructed lines 

system operate as designed 

necessary steps to eliminate 

the cooling system is to be capable 
of maintaining a temperature of 

the center of each room at height of 

the case of outside temperatures 

the system shall keep the inside 

Correct cooling system to meet 

provide a temperature

is controlled by a single 
thermostat for one or more

for balancing dampers and 
registers and for making 
other necessary minor 

properly at temperature standard set properly at temperature standard set 

clean and unobstructed lines clean and unobstructed lines 
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   Ground fault interrupter trips Ground fault interrupters are 

into the electrical system to provide 

fault outlets that do not operate as 

may be covered under their 

  
be capable of properly 

failure to construct system in 

is also not responsible for 

a normal need for pumping is 

amounts of bleaches or drain 

be capable of properly be capable of properly 
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   Water in plumbing pipes

protected to prevent freezing 
neglect and resultant 

and maintaining suitable 
temperature in the Home 

responsible for draining or 

be no occupancy for an 

periodically checked to insure 
that a reasonable temperature 

necessary repairs to eliminate 

drain lines that do not operate 
or drain properly due to 

cleaning service provided by 

 Water supply system fails to
disrupt or eliminate the 

lines or ground loop pipes that 
develop leaks during normal 

leaking lines and recharge the 

or securely fastened is a and resecure all separated or 

necessary repairs to eliminate necessary repairs to eliminate 

drain lines that do not operate drain lines that do not operate 
or drain properly due to or drain properly due to 
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Wiring that is not capable of 



Limited
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In order to process this request, please mail this form and a check in the amount of $20 payable to 2-10 HBW to:In order to process this request, please mail this form and a check in the amount of $20 payable to 2-10 HBW to:In order to process this request, please mail this form and a check in the amount of $20 payable to 2-10 HBW to:
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